Re-Opening Minnesota’s Customer Facing Businesses

This plan was developed by a retail roundtable workgroup representing retailers, chambers of commerce, associations, and other stakeholders.

This plan is not intended to apply to restaurants, bars, salons and other business where separate re-opening plans are being contemplated or businesses that are open under existing Executive Orders.

The below items are requirements (musts) to reopen.

Requirements to re-open

- Must have a safety plan available to workers, customers, the public and government officials with option to modify the existing COVID-19 Preparedness Plan template available at www.dli.mn.gov/updates
- Safety plan should contemplate but need not be limited to tailored, site-specific best practices surrounding health/wellness, social distancing, cleaning/sanitation/protection, and operations/communications for in-store customers, appointments, curbside pickup and delivery [see best practices outline below]
- Must adjust allowable occupancy and consider regulating customer flow to accommodate social distancing and safety

The below items should be considered in the safety plan and included, excluded, or modified to improve safety for employees and customers. The safety plan should be specific to the store.

Best practices outline

Health and wellness:

- Evaluate employee health according to CDC and MDH guidelines and screen employees so that only well employees are at work
• Adjust policies to accommodate employees not working due to illness or COVID-19 symptoms
• Ask that only healthy customers feeling well shop in the store

Social distancing:
• Evaluate space, change configuration, adjust flow and modify occupancy with
guidepost of 50 percent of occupancy rating or other occupancy metric with
dereference to ensuring social distancing per CDC guidelines and recommendations
• Control building access and regulate customer movement with consideration of one-
way traffic
• Use signage at the door and throughout the store as well as public address system
messages if available to remind customers of social distancing
• At checkout and areas of high congestion mark out social distancing, including floor
markers for distance, line lanes, and marking adjacent areas where customers may be
waiting for store access
• At checkout extend space between the customer and clerk with markings, physical
barrier, or plexiglass divider
• Reconfigure space used for fittings to provide social distancing between customers
and protections for customers and employees
• Encourage customer use of curbside, delivery, and appointment options

Cleaning, sanitation & protection:
• Execute an enhanced, thorough overall store cleaning schedule
• Clean and disinfect high touch surfaces frequently
• Make hand sanitizer available to customers and employees
• Follow MDH guidance and relevant Executive Orders on face covering use by
employees and customers unless a stronger store policy is articulated
• Add protective shields at checkout where social distancing is not practical
• Clean fitting rooms, especially high touch areas, following each customer use
• Modify merchandise return policies to accommodate cleaning and/or delay of
product return to shelves
• Make gloves available to workers and articulate when gloves should be used

Operations & communications:
• Clearly communicate safety actions and procedures to employees and consumers
(website, signage, e-mail)
• Train all employees on procedures and service surrounding safety protocols and
practices, including customer service reminders on social distancing
• Make interactions between customers and employees as contactless as practical,
including fittings, signatures, transactions, and payments
• Have employees make a special effort to engage customers to help them find products efficiently and remind them to practice social distancing
• Ask a customer's permission to touch their products, allow a customer to position their own products for checkout, and encourage self-service bagging
• Consider special shopping hours for high-risk individuals and modified hours of operation to accommodate cleaning
• Modify and communicate changes to your policies including return merchandise and reusable bags
• Discontinue group customer events and sampling
• Review safety procedures and expectations with vendors
• Thank customers and workers for their focus on safety

**Best practices resources**

Visit [www.mnretail.org/reopen](http://www.mnretail.org/reopen) for best practices, resources, templates and examples.